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UNIT 6. The State’s bodies in
charge of International Relations

•

I. GENERAL FEATURES

The States have diverse relationships with other subjects of
international law:
- Traditional Diplomacy
- Ad Hoc Diplomacy

• The

relationship between the States has increased among
the times.

State’s self-organization principle:
The internal law attributes competences to some of its bodies,
assigning them to the representation of the State in the
international area and the action in its name and in its behalf.

The organizations which carry out their activities in the
international market enjoy a privileged regime of inviolability
and immunity.

Immunities and privileges:
There is no personal character but functional instead

The Diplomatic and Consular relation is based on the
principle of voluntary consent and mutual benefit. Thus,
the accrediting State:
—> Their representatives enjoy inviolability, privileges and
immunities
—> Principle ne impeditur legatio —> protection to
representatives of the other states.

Duties by the receiving State: Appropriate care must be
shown in providing police protection for personnel and
premises and the state will incur responsibility if the judiciary
fails to maintain the necessary privileges and immunities.
- Granting of placet to the Head of the Mission nominated by
the State that makes the shipment;
- Declaration of persona non grata to any member of the
diplomatic staﬀ;
- Possibility to request a reduction of the staﬀ integrating the
diplomatic mission.

The State bodies of international relations are:

1. Central administration bodies = Head of State,
Head of the Government and Foreign Aﬀairs
Minister.
2. S pecialized organs of the State's Foreign
Administration = Diplomatic Missions, Special
Missions, State Representations to International
Organizations, Delegations to International Conferences,
Consular Oﬃces.

Spanish regulation:
Law 2/2014 regulates the subjects of the State's external
action.

II. HEAD OF STATE, HEAD OF GOVERNMENT
AND THE MINISTER OF FOREIGN AFFAIRS
A) International Competences
The Head of State, the Head of Government and the
Minister of Foreign Relations are the internal authorities
with the maximum competence to conduct the State's
international action.

PIL does not make a definition of these figures but makes
a remission to internal law.
“Art. 7.2.a) VCLT - In virtue of their functions and without
having to produce full powers, the following are
considered as representing their State:
(a) Heads of State, Heads of Government and Ministers
for Foreign Aﬀairs, for the purpose of performing all acts
relating to the conclusion of a treaty (…)”

International practice:
Recognize the full capacity of the Head of the State, the Head of
Government and the Minister of Foreign Aﬀairs to act on behalf of
the State.
-- Iuris et de iure presumption (irrebuttable presumption) for the
execution of any act related to the celebration of a Treaty.
-- Iuris et de iure presumption (irrebuttable presumption) to carry
out unilateral acts with the strength of international commitments.

B) Inviolability, privileges and immunities
The Head of State, the Head of Government and the Minister of Foreign Aﬀairs
have the right of inviolability, immunity and some privileges recognized by the
PIL, such as: inviolability over theirselves as people, their residences, equipment
or correspondence; diplomatic privileges and absolute immunity from civil and
criminal jurisdiction.
- Art. 21 Vienna Convention on Special Missions
“The Head of the Government, the Minister for Foreign Aﬀairs and other persons
of high rank, when they take part in a special mission of the sending State, shall
enjoy in the receiving State or in a third State, in addition to what is granted by
the present Convention, the facilities, privileges and immunities accorded by
international law”.

C) Spanish Law
- The SC provides under its art. 56 that: “the King is the
Head of State, the symbol of its unity and permanence”, it
means that the King has the most high representation of
Spain within the international relations.
Power = representative

- Art. 98.2 SC - “The President directs Government action and
coordinates the functions of the other members thereof,
without prejudice to the competence and direct responsibility
of the latter in carrying out their duties”

“The Ministry of Foreign Affairs, European Union and Cooperation, in accordance
with the Government's guidelines and in application of the principle of unity of action
abroad, is responsible for planning, directing, executing and evaluating the
State's foreign policy and the policy of international cooperation for sustainable
development, with particular attention to those related to the European Union and
Latin America, and for coordinating and supervising all the actions carried out in
these areas by the other Departments and Public Administrations in execution of
their respective competences.
It is also responsible for promoting international economic, cultural and
scientific relations; participating, in its own sphere of action, in the proposal
and application of immigration and foreigner policies; promoting cross-border
and inter-territorial cooperation; protecting Spaniards abroad; and preparing,
negotiating and processing international treaties to which Spain is a party.”
Art. 1.1.
R.D.644, 2020, of July 7, which develops the mainly organic structure of the Foreign
relations, European Union and Cooperation’s Ministry.

III. DIPLOMATIC RELATIONS
A) Diplomatic relations
They can be defined as permanent State representation
bodies before an alter to carry out a series of functions.
Regulations: Convention on Diplomatic Relations of 18 April
1961

1. 1. Establishment, suspension and termination of diplomatic
missions
The establishment of diplomatic relations and the sending of
diplomatic missions is carried out by mutual consent:

— In the determination of the mission,
— To open oﬃces in diﬀerent locations
— Multiple accreditation scenarios
— On behalf of the people who composes the Mission.

- Maintenance of the Diplomatic Missions:
- Mutual consent - principle of reciprocity
- Both the accrediting state and the receiving may decide to
temporarily suspend or terminate the relationship diplomats.
Receiving State - right to designate the placet of the Cap de
la Missió and declare it persona non grata.

2. Functions of the diplomatic mission
Warning: It is not a numerus clausus = restrictive number
“The functions of a diplomatic mission consist, inter alia, in:
(a) Representing the sending State in the receiving State;
(b) Protecting in the receiving State the interests of the sending State and
of its nationals, within the limits permitted by international law;
(c) Negotiating with the Government of the receiving State;
(d) Ascertaining by all lawful means conditions and developments in the
receiving State, and reporting thereon to the Government of the sending State;
e) Promoting friendly relations between the sending State and the receiving
State, and developing their economic, cultural and scientific relations”
Art. 3.1 Vienna Convention on Diplomatic relations 1961

3. Inviolability, immunities and diplomatic privileges.
a) Of the Mission:
- Art. 22 VCDM - “1.The premises of the mission shall be inviolable. The agents of the
receiving State may not enter them, except with the consent of the head of the mission
(…)
3. The premises of the mission, their furnishings and other property thereon and the
means of transport of the mission shall be immune from search, requisition, attachment
or execution.”
— False fiction of extraterritoriality
— There is no safe-conduct for those people who request diplomatic asylum (Julian
Assange)

b) From the staﬀ of the Mission: The staﬀ members of the
Mission. It comprises:
1. Diplomatic staﬀ.
2. Administrative and technical staﬀ.
3. Service personnel of the Mission.

Diplomatic agents = Head of the Mission or any member of
the diplomatic staﬀ.
— Privileges and immunities: personal inviolability,
residence, documentation and correspondence, immunity
from jurisdiction and execution, tax and customs oﬃcer.
WARNING: Diplomatic staﬀ is not under the Spanish Social
Security legal regime.

Administrative and technical staﬀ members = Mission staﬀ
members employed in the administrative and technical
service.
- Privileges and immunities: The same as for diplomatic agents
and extended to their families.
WARNING 1: relative immunity from civil and administrative
jurisdiction (DURING their functions), customs immunity only for
objects of first installation.
WARNING 2: if you are a national or resident of the receiving
state you do not have immunity.

B) The Special Missions

States make frequent use of ad hoc diplomacy or Special Missions. These
vary considerably in functions: examples include a head of government
attending a funeral abroad in his oﬃcial capacity; a foreign minister visiting
his opposite number in another state for negotiations and the visit of a
government trade delegation to conduct oﬃcial business.
— Art. 1 Convention on Special Missions (CSM) “Special Missions" =
temporary mission
- It has a representative character of the State
- The SM has to be sent by a State to another State with its consent
- The SM has to deal with the receiving State’s determined issues or the
carrying out of specific tasks before it.

2. Functions of the Special Missions
- They have to be determined by mutual consent.
- Ad hoc character

3. Inviolability, immunities and privileges
- To the premises: it includes: oﬃces, files and documents.
- To the members of the Special Mission (similar to the
immunities and privileges of the Diplomatic Missions)

C) State Representations to IOs and State Delegations to
International Conferences
= Multilateral Diplomacy
— Convention on the representation of the States in their
relations with the universal IO’s made in Viena, March 14,
1975).

1. Representation of the States before the IO’s
—> Art. 2 —> Representation of States in their relations with
any international organization of a universal character and
their representation at conferences convened by such
organization or under its auspices, when the Convention has
been accepted by the host State and the Organization has
completed the procedure provided for in Article 90.

Establishment of the Missions.
It will depend on the rules of each IO.
If the rules allow it, the Member States:
—> can establish permanent missions for the
implementation of the functions provided under article 6.
—> non-member states may establish permanent
observation missions for the implementation of the functions
provided under art. 7.

2. Delegations to International Conferences
Art. 42 —> “1. A State may send a delegation to an organ or
to a conference in accordance with the rules of the
Organization.
2. Two or more States may send the same delegation to an
organ or to a conference in accordance with the rules of the
Organization”

IV. CONSULAR RELATIONS
The consular oﬃces have also assumed other functions
linked to the defence of the interests of the sending State
and those of its nationals in the receiving State.
— Convention on Consular Relations of April 24, 1963.

A) Establishment, Suspension and Termination
— Mutual Consent Principle
WARNING: Consent to the establishment of consular
relations and the severance of diplomatic relations will not
ipso facto breach consular relations.
—> Art. 4.1 Convention "No consular oﬃce may operate in
the territory of the receiving State without its consent”

B) Functions of the Consular Oﬃces
— Extensive —> protection in the receiving State of the
interests of the sending State and its nationals (physical
persons + legal persons), as well as promoting friendly
relations between both States.
— Consular assistance, administrative and legal assistance,
international judicial cooperation, related to maritime and air
navigation.

C) Inviolability, immunities and privileges
Both the Consular Oﬃce and the individuals who make it up
are similar to those of the Diplomatic Missions, as is the
case with career advisors and honorary advisors.
Remember: double nationality and especially honorary
consoles.

